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1 Name of Faculty  Bhapkar Nilesh Subhash 

2 Designation Assistant Professor 

3 Department Mathematics 

 Software Name Maxima Software 

 Course Name F.Y.Bsc and S.Y.Bsc 

 Use Purpose 

Maxima is mathematical software which can be 

obtained freely on the web. While Maxima it not 

specifically designed for analog and/or digital 

signal processing manipulations, its versatility and 

numerous symbolic as well as numerical 

manipulations capabilities makes it an interesting 

tool to be used by instructors and students of these 

types of courses. We will expose in this paper how 

Maxima can be used for that purpose and we will 

give numerous examples to illustrate its use in this 

domain Maxima also cover the following area of 

Mathematics:  Algebraic operations with 

polynomials and their demonstration using 

graphical approach  Functions and their graphs  

2D, 3D plots, contour plots  Computations of 

limits of functions, special functions, integral 



equations  Number theory, linear algebra, group 

theory 

          Maxima is a computer algebra system (CAS) 

like Maple and Mathematica. Thus it is a powerful 

tool for the manipulation of symbolic and 

numerical expressions, including differentiation, 

integration, vectors, matrices etc. 

The student develops theoretical, applied and 

computational skills. 

        Maxima is a free Software(Maxima is 

distributed under the GNU General Public License, 

with some export restrictions from the U. S. 

Department of Energy.) 

 

 

 

I]Personal ICT Tools 

 Google Classroom https://classroom.google.com/u/0/s 

 
E-Notes/Books 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Jnbor6kMR

2cOgA-7fUMgheuy92GBC4Nz?usp=sharing 

 Video Lectures 
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLURPG3Z1A6G

U1H4Wm19zxJrRlzP96_GnV 

 PPT 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ov3tw6p9H3pCM

no276BD2T7YarwzjEZf/view?usp=sharing 

 YouTube Channel 
https://studio.youtube.com/channel/UCb08U6YM4

Xi-POWDksMrwUw/playlists 

 Slide Share(LMS) 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ov3tw6p9H3pCM

no276BD2T7YarwzjEZf/view?usp=sharing 

 



 

 

 

 II]  ICT related  Software 

Maxima Software 
 ICT enabled 

classroom 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dEnU5vOCkHpJmO1Oy3HF

QKue5zYWbPuC/view?usp=sharing 

 ICT enabled  

Software 

(Maxima 

Software) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mRI3ZWF-

vQoCYeap5ehLYlJ35FXxInma/view?usp=sharing 

   

 

III] Subjected Related Web Link 

 http://math.unipune.ac.in/ 

 

 https://www.worldscientific.com/worldscinet/ijm 

 https://www.britannica.com/science/mathematics/Ancient-mathematical-

sources 

 https://edu.gcfglobal.org/en/topics/math/ 

 www.math.uah.edu/stat (Virtual laboratories in Statistics) 
 

 https://www.cheggindia.com/expert-payment-dashboard/       

(Job like work from home solve problem) 

 

 https://experts.bartleby.com/expert-sign-up 

(Job like work from home solve problem) 

 

 https://nptel.ac.in/ 

 https://ir.uiowa.edu/math_etd/ 
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